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Principle and method of compound structure design of digital woven fabric
ZHOU Jiu , Frankie Ng
(Institute of Textiles and Clothing , The Hong Kong Polytechnic University , Hong Kong , China)
Abstract　The woven fabric of complex structure is always designed by a combination way , which is hard to
approach for its complicated design process and design variation.Along with the application of layered
combination design method of digital woven fabric , the structure design of woven fabric can be performed in a
mode of weave-database design replacing the traditional single weave design.Based on design of gamut weaves
and weave-database , an investigation is carried out to analyze critically the combination principle among
different weave-database , on which a scientific design method is presented.It is envisaged that the results of
this study can be directly applied to creation of digital woven fabric , especially to innovative digital jacquard
fabric designed in a layered combination way.
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Fig.1　Design processes of weave combination
for digital woven fabric
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Fig.3　Covered effect of 12-thread satin combined in 1∶1∶1 order weftwise
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Tab.1　Data of layered combination with different weave-databases
???? ????? ??????? ??????? ??????
2 R R-2 2 2
3 R2 (R-2)(R-2)+(R-1) R 2-[(R-2)(R-2)+(R-1)] 3
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Fig.4　Gamut weaves design of 8-thread satin
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